Suppose the sequence of Taylor coefficients of a rational function / consists of kth powers of elements all belonging to some finitely generated extension field F of Q. Then it is a generalisation of a conjecture of Pisot that there is a rational function with Taylor coefficients term-by-term k\h roots of those of / . The authors show that it suffices to prove the conjecture in the case that the field of definition is a number field and prove the conjecture in that case subject to the constraint that / has a dominant pole, that is, that there is a valuation with respect to which / has a unique pole either of maximal or of minimal absolute value.
Introduction
Let r, s be polynomials defined over C with degr < degs = «, and 5(0) + 0. Consider the Taylor expansion [2 ] A note on the Hadamard /cth root of a rational function 315 and suppose that there is a sequence (a' h ) of e lements of a finitely generated extension field F of Q so that a' h k = b h , h = 0,1,2,..., for some given positive integer k. Then it is (a generalisation of) a conjecture of Pisot, see [2] , page 249 and also [3] , [4] , that there is a sequence (a h ) so that a\ = b h , h = 0,1,2,..., and T. h>o with the roots /?, distinct non-zero complex numbers and the multiplicities n i positive integers. Except perhaps if r(X), s(X) have common factors, the /}, are just the reciprocals of the poles of the given rational function. The /?, are of course elements of some finitely generated extension field of Q; by extending F if necessary we may suppose that the /?, belong to F. We prove Pisot's conjecture in the following special case: F is a number field, and there is a valuation of F so that the given rational function has a unique pole either of maximal, or of minimal, absolute value with respect to that valuation. We also show that to prove Pisot's conjecture in general it suffices to deal with the algebraic case but without the dominant pole condition.
Our result generalises that of Pisot [8] in which the unique pole must be minimal, and of multiplicity one (and the given sequence of kth roots (a' h ) is a sequence of rational integers); see also the remarks in [4] . Perelli and Zannier [7] show that the restriction on multiplicity may be removed, but they require the /?, to be positive rational integers; so unique minimality becomes trivial. The allegation in [11] that Pisot's conjecture is accessible in general is quite unfounded. An example of Cantor [6] shows that our condition is restrictive.
Recurrence sequences and exponential polynomials
Though we speak of Hadamard operations on rational functions, that is of transformations / taking a Taylor expansion Y.b h X h to Y,f(b h )X h , our present problem concerns generalised power sums (or exponential polynomials). Briefly,
A note on the Hadamard k th root of a rational function Here, by definition, for a nonzero element X in a finite extension L of Q, one writes = exp ([L:Q])-Tmax(0,log|\|J with the sum taken over the normalised absolute values corresponding to all places of L (see [5] , pages 4 -5 , but note that we use || || in place of h( ), that notation already being committed). Observe that it is consistent to set ||0|| = PROOF. Let T be some finite set of primes of K including all archimedean primes, all primes at which a root /?, of the power sum b(h) is not a unit or a coefficient of a B t is non-integral, and all primes dividing k.
Denote by K v the completion of K at the prime v. We claim that for v £ T we havefc(/i)G IK* for all fteZ.
To see this set q = JF^ where ¥ v is the residue class field of K at v, and denote by !p v the prime ideal at v.
Fix A e Z , and suppose o r d^/ i ) = s: note s > 0, as v € T; thus fo(/z) = 0 mod <p* v . Let / be an integer satisfying / = 0modq {2s+1) (q -1). Then
(1 < / < m). We are indebted to a referee for advising us that we might have argued as follows: For suitable subsequences, h •-» b(l + hr) is a uniformly continuous function on Z^,. As K* is complete and b(l + hr) is in IK* for all h G l\|, and N is dense in Z^,, it follows that b(l + hr) is in IK * for all h in Z.
We have this for all v £ T. By the Griinwald-Wang Theorem as detailed in [1] , pages 82-83, 93ff, in any event we have then
. Hence taking L = K(a\ /2 ) allows us to conclude that b(h) e L* for all h G Z. Of course we lose no generality in presuming that in the first place we chose I K = L.
The point of this result is that we may now apply Proposition 1 if the power sum b(h) has a unique minimal root: |j8 x | < |/? 2 | < • • • < |/?J, say. For then b(-h) has a unique maximal root as is required by condition (iii) of the Proposition, and its other properties are retained. PROPOSITION 
Obtaining constant coefficients

Suppose b(h) is a generalised power sum taking values in
K k .
Then there are generalised power sums u(h) and b(h) taking values in K, such that
b(h) = u(h) k b(h)
and such that b(h) has constant coefficients (and takes values in K k ).
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002961X
PROOF. The gist of the argument below is that in a generalised power sum with polynomial coefficients, the coefficients may be shown to behave independently of the pure exponential terms. It is a generalisation of a proof of Perelli and Zannier [7] , pages 13-15. It has been subsequently drawn to our attention that Proposition 3 was proved by J. P. Bezivin [3] by a different />-adic method.
We begin with an auxiliary computation. Recall that b{h) = E5,(/i)/8 / /l ; write Let p = p v be a prime ideal not in T (as in the previous section), such that the rational prime p below p is unramified in K and satisfies p > k. Let q = $F V as before. Suppose h is an integer for which p\b{h). We claim that
To show this, we introduce a new variable t and, fixing h, consider the /?-adic Taylor expansion
Our supposition p \b{h) yields c o (h) = Omod p. Suppose we have already shown that, for some s < k.
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On the right we have a polynomial of degree s < p in t, vanishing for all t mod p .
Hence it vanishes identically mod p , and by induction we have
Note that ord^/?,?" 1 -1) > 1, so ord^logft'" 1 ) > 1, (/ = 1 , . . . , m). Hence, examining the formula defining c s (h), we see that (2) yields the claim (1) .
Consider the subgroup of K x generated multiplicatively by the roots / ? 1 ( . . . , ft m . By the structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups, this is isomorphic to Z/d X Z" for some d and n. In order to prove the existence of the decomposition
it suffices to prove it separately on each arithmetic progression h = r mod d. Thus, without loss of generality we can assume that (f$ x ,..., fi m ) is free. Let w!,..., a s be a set of independent generators. In the sequel h denotes, so to speak, a generic integer and the variable with which we mainly work is t. However, the proof involves a delicate interplay of viewing h and t alternately as variable and as constant. Taking h as an indeterminate in Z, let E h be the ring of all generalised power sums with coefficients in K and roots in the group generated by/} 1 ? ..., /5 m :
Since u v ...,u s are multiplicatively independent, and since the values of a generalised power sum completely determine its roots and its coefficients, the functions h, « } , . . . , w* are algebraically independent. Thus, E h is isomorphic to the localisation of a polynomial ring K[h, X v ..., X s ] with respect to the multiplicative set generated by X x ,..., X s . Now, any localisation of a unique factorisation domain is again such a domain. Thus, E h is a UFD. Let G h be its quotient field.
Our proof of the existence of the decomposition of b(h) involves an obscured version of the well-known result that a polynomial (here in G h [t\) taking A:th power values, is the £th power of a polynomial. Consider the function as a polynomial in t with coefficients in E h . We allege that each zero of f h (t) has multiplicity at least k.
Suppose g h (t) is an irreducible factor of f h (t) in G h [t] . Clearing denominators, we lose no generality in assuming g h {t) e E h [t] 
For j = 0, this is f h (t) = fo(/i + r(g -1)) mod t>, which shows that $\b(h + t(q -1)). Now applying (1) with h replaced by h + t(q -1) gives the claim.
It follows that f |c fc . Since this is true for infinitely many p, c A = 0. We now again regard h as a variable, and note that c h e £ A is a generalised power sum whose value for each /i is 0. It is therefore the zero power sum, that is, c h = 0 in E h . This is a contradiction, and we conclude that {g h (t)} k \ f h (t).
We complete our argument by descent on the degree in t of the polynomial f h . 
We note that the quotient (computed in G h (t)) has distinct zeros. Hence its klh power divides f h (t). Clearing denominators, there are thus a polynomial u h (t)
e E
S{h-t)=f\g,(h,t)
in R [h,t] , then on setting t = 0 it would follow for some /', say / = 1, that gi(h,0) was an associate of g(h) and in particular its degree in h would be the same as deg g. Now on the left side, the maximum total degree of any monomial is degg. If any factor on the right side besides g x {h,t) were nonconstant, the right side would contain a monomial with total degree greater than deg g. Since this is impossible, g(h -t) must be irreducible.
Thus f A (/) is a polynomial in h -t and bears the same relation to f A (0) as f h {t) bears to f h (0), other than being of lower degree in t. Arguing by descent on the degree in t we obtain the proposition once we recall b{h) = f h (0) and set u(h)=u h (0), REMARK. If the generalised power sum b(h) has a unique maximal root, it need not be the case that b(h) has one; some of its roots may differ from others by dth roots by unity which appear when b(h) is assembled from its restrictions to the various subsequences h = r mod d.
However, its restriction to each of these subsequences will have a unique maximal root. Indeed, supppose the group 38 = (/? 1 ; ..., /? m ) is free, with generators Wj,..., u s as above. Note that the proof above shows that all the roots of u(h) and b(h) belong to W. Use the isomorhism W = Z" to place a lexicographic ordering on W, and observe that multiplication respects this ordering. Let X be the set of roots of u(h) which are maximal under the given absolute value, and Y the set of roots of b(h) which are maximal. Let x x be the largest element of X under the lexicographic ordering, and y x the largest element of Y. Then there is a unique term in the product u(h) k b(h) which has root Xyy v Similarly if x 2 ^ X and _y 2 G Y are smallest, there is a unique term with root x\y 2 . Unless X and Y are both one-element sets, these would be two distinct roots of b(h) of maximal absolute value, contrary to the hypothesis.
Specialisation
We shall show that the hypothesis that the given power sum b(h) takes values in IK *, with K an algebraic number field, loses no generality. Indeed suppose that b(h) takes values in ¥ k , with F some arbitrary finitely generated extension of Q .
Denote b y x = (x 1 ,...,x t ) EL transcendence basis for F over Q. Then F = Q(x)
use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002961X [ 11 ] with y algebraic over Q(x), say with defining polynomial maps such a domain into an algebraic number field K, of degree at most d over Q. We refer to the map just described as an F-specialisation of F. Note that, in particular, y is mapped to y(c), a zero of the polynomial H(Y; c). Suppose that we have shown that, for appropriate finite sets F, every F-specialisation of (b h ) is the kih power of some recurrence sequence. In [9] we detail the argument required to demonstrate that there are infinitely many F-specialisation of the sequence (b h ) which, if they have a kth root (a h ), say, which is a recurrence sequence, have such a kth root of order bounded in terms of the order of (b h ) alone; (that is to say; independent of the specialisation). The argument below deals with the additional difficulty created by the fact that the sequence {b\ /k ) of kth roots is not well defined.
Recall that (a h ) is a recurrence sequence of order at most N if and only if its sequence (A^(a)) of Kronecker-Hankel determinants has the property: A h = 0 for h = N, N + 1 , . . . (see, for example, [10] , pages 5-7). As noted in [9] , Section 5, we may suppose that the specialisations to which we refer below are such as to preserve the order of the given recurrence sequence use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S144678870002961X Theorem 2 is a direct consequence of the arguments in Sections 5 and 6.
Remarks
Our constraint, whereby we require a unique minimal, or maximal pole seems unnatural. Nevertheless, the presence of a unique term, which is a kth power, is vital in Proposition 1 in order that we obtain a well-defined kth root. This suggests the following plan of attack so as to obtain an unconditional result. We have also been unable to so generalise Proposition 1 as to deal with a maximal subsum of more than one term a priori known to be a A: th power. These remarks suggest that a quite different line should be taken so as to attain an unconditional result.
On the other hand, we have shown that to prove the £:th root conjecture it suffices to consider just the case of constant coefficients -and just the 'algebraic case', where the data is provided over a number field. These simplifications may contribute to an eventual unconditional proof.
